
10 Routes up Snowdon. 

Llwybyr Llanberis Path. 
Easiest path, also the longest, 
arguably the most tedious. 
Starts from Llanberis.  
7.5km & 960m ascent -  3 
hours. 

Crib Llechog Ridge 
Paralell to the Llanberis path, but 
surprisingly quiet. Leave Llanberis path at 
Clogwyn station to follow this blunt ridge 
down. 7.5km & 1000m ascent - 3 hours. 

Snowdon Ranger.  
Straightforward path. On a par with the 
Llanberis path for ease, but much more 
interesting. Starts from Snowdon Ranger 
Youth Hostel on the A4085 between 
Caernarfon and Beddgelert. 
6.5km & 900m ascent - 2.5 hours 
 

Rhyd Ddu Path. 
Less popular path, best part is the crossing of 
the exposed Bwlch Main that is best avoided 
in very strong winds. Starts from Rhyd Ddu. 
South Ridge is a better option here, and 
possibly descending by this path.  
6km & 900 ascent - 2.5 hours. 

South Ridge. 
Underrated and quiet. An unexpectedly quiet 
route up, more surprising as it’s one of the 
best. It starts on the same track as the Rhyd 
Ddu path, but then ascends through some 
quarries to Bwlch Cwm Llan. You can ascend Yr 
Aran from here and then follow the blunt South 
Ridge before  rejoining the Rhyd Ddu path at 
Bwlch Main. 
6.5km &  870m ascent - 3 hours. 

PYG Track. 
Starts in Pen y Pass, and is a steadier 
track than the Miner’s. Spectacular 
views, paralell to Crib Goch. Joins with 
Miner’s for last section. 
6km & 800m ascent - 2.5 hours. 

Miner’s Track.  
One of the most popular routes. Starts 
off very easy on tracks, before 
becoming very rough, steep and rocky. 
Care is needed on this latter section.  
Worth it for the iconic view of Yr Wyddfa 
across Llyn Llydaw.  
6.5km & 800m - 2.5 hours 

Watkin Path 
Route that starts at the lowest point 
(80m). Wonderful start to the walk 
through Cwm Llan. Atrocious ending 
via treacherous scree slope that’s an 
accident blackspot. 
6.5 km & 1010m ascent - 3 hours. 

Crib Goch. 
Most exciting way up. Avoid in strong 
winds and rain unless you know what 
you’re doing. Don’t underestimate this 
route. It’s an exposed grade I scramble 
and people do get killed on here.   
5km & 800m ascent -  3 hours + 

Lliwedd. 
With Crib Goch, forms the latter half 
of the Snowdon Horseshoe. Much 
easier than Crib Goch, but still 
requiers some scrambling skills. Use 
as an alternative ascent, but it does 
follow the loose scree path at the top 
of the Watkin. 
6.5km & 900m ascent - 3.5 hours 

Free map detailing the 10 most popular routes up Wales’ tallest mountain 
from -  www.walkeryri.org.uk.  

Check out the website for more details on the walks. 
DISCLAIMER! This map makes no claims to being accurate. It’s meant as a rough guide to the routes that can be used with a PROPER 
Ordnance Survey or Harveys map. I take no responsibility for other’s stupidity.  

This Map was produced from height data freely available online using Trailgauge software to produce the contours. The Ordnance Survey do not allow their data to be used. Lakes and walk 
start locations are placed by a combination of optical observation and from personal GPS logs.  Walks are from GPS logs. This map and all the text upon it is copyright 2007 Walkeryri (AKA T D 
Roberts) and may not be copied, passed off as your own work, etc, etc without my express permision. You may, however, print as many of these maps as you please so long as you pass them 
on without making a profit. Feel free to email the .pdf file too. But PLEASE, do not put it on your website to download. I’ll be producing these maps for other areas in Snowdonia soon, with the 

intention of putting a reference number next to each route that corresponds to a route on www.walkeryri.org.uk.  
Let me know if you like / hate it  - dave@walkeryri.org.uk  


